SymConnect™
Maximizes the Power and Flexibility of Episys®

SymConnect

Would you like to easily connect Episys to third-party applications?

BUSINESS VALUE
 Enhance

Service

 Improve

Operations

COMPATIBILITY
 Episys®

Symitar’s SymConnect is an interface that enables third-party vendors and your credit union to
access Episys core data and business rules.
Using a standard application programming interface (API), SymConnect serves as a secure
middleware component between the Episys host, Symitar® complementary products, and
third-party products.
SymConnect supports interactive data exchanges. In addition, this widely used, industry-tested
solution effectively manages any user interface such as a third-party product that transacts with,
inquires, and maintains member accounts. The SymConnect support of the complementary
applications or third-party products strictly maintains the integrity of Episys-based account data
and compliance standards.
This solution maximizes the power and operating flexibility of the Episys core system. SymConnect
can eliminate the costly custom programming often required to integrate multiple third-party and
complementary applications to core systems.
SymConnect is another strategic system feature that enhances the functionality and ease-of-use
of Episys.

WHAT IT DOES:


Seamlessly connects third-party and
internally developed ancillary
applications with Episys.



Supports third-party products that handle
monetary transactions, inquiries and file
maintenance on member accounts.



Uses a published application
programming interface (API).



Supports interactive data exchanges
between Episys and ancillary applications.



Maintains the integrity of core system
data, established security controls, and
compliance standards.

For more information about Symitar®, or to schedule a demonstration or talk to an existing
user, email askus@symitar.com, call 888-SYMITAR (796-4827), or visit www.symitar.com.
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WHAT IT DOES FOR YOU:


Maximizes the power and operating
flexibility of Episys.



Leverages existing technology
solutions with secure, compliant
and proven connectivity.



Maintains the integrity of core
system data.



Enforces established security controls
and compliance standards.



Eliminates costly customization or
integration initiatives.



Gives you access to more than 150
applications that vendors created
specifically to work with SymConnect.

